ABOUT THE ADD A. TUDE SUIT

Mission of the Program: Add A. Tude™ represents the vigor and friendliness of proper behavior that is the backbone of good sportsmanship. The character stands for self-control, positive support and respect for authority and peers.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE OF THE ADD A. TUDE SUIT

The following are requirements for the host of the suit:

A. The host is required to pay a $25 fee prior to the shipment of the suit. The suit will be mailed at no cost to the host from the IHSA office in time for the appearance. The host is responsible for shipping the suit back to the IHSA office following the scheduled event. If the suit is not received within one week of the appearance, then an additional charge of $10.00 per day will be charged until the suit is received in the IHSA office.

B. The host is responsible for the replacement cost of any items damaged or lost associated with the costume during appearances.

C. The host must indemnify the IHSA, and IESA against any and all crimes made by any person or entity not a party hereto.

D. The host is required to find a responsible person(s) to portray the Add A. Tude™ character.

E. The person in the Add A. Tude™ costume must follow the guidelines included with the suit, and portray the character as stated in the Mission Statement.

F. If the suit is being used at an athletic event, the person in the Add A. Tude™ suit must cheer for all teams/individuals at the even.

G. The host must commit to the safety of the person in the mascot costume, and the costume itself.